Abstract Yu et al. (Breast Cancer Res Treat 117:675-677, 2009) recently stated that testing for deviation from HardyWeinberg equilibrium (HWE) is necessary to identify systematic genotyping errors in case-control studies. They criticized a meta-analytic study for the deviation from HWE in the case group of one study. The aim of this article is twofold. First, we derive recommendations on how to test for deviations from HWE in different study designs. Second, we develop a meta-analytic framework for assessing compatibility with HWE or measuring deviation from HWE. The authors sketch the possible reasons behind deviation from HWE and provide guidelines for proper investigation of HWE deviations in different study designs. The authors argue that the standard HWE v 2 lack of fit test is logically flawed and provide a logically unflawed approach for measuring deviation from HWE using confidence intervals. The proposed method is applicable to meta-analyses of both case-control or cohort association studies. The proposed approach is illustrated using the meta-analysis criticized by Yu et al. Heterogeneity between studies can be assessed. The critique of Yu et al. to the article of Frank et al. (Breast Cancer Res Treat 111:139-144, 2008) can be refuted. Even more, validity of HWE can be proven for the pooled control sample. The authors advocate the use of a confidence interval-based approach to assess HWE. The latter should only be investigated in control populations. In multicenter studies or meta-analysis, deviation from HWE should be analyzed using a meta-analytic approach.
Introduction
The law of Hardy-Weinberg states that a diallelic marker having allele frequencies p and q = 1 -p, is in equilibrium if and only if the proportion of subjects with genotypes AA, Aa, and aa will be p 0 = p 2 , p 1 = 2pq, and p 2 = q 2 . Departure from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) can be caused by factors such as inbreeding caused by consanguinity, assortative mating, i.e., non-random mating, selection, or migration [18] . In most human populations, the effect of these causes on HWE will be small [8] although selection plays an important role in infectious diseases. Other causes which are discussed in the literature to a greater extent are population stratification and copy number variation. Population stratification always leads to a deficit of heterozygotes, while copy number variation can lead to an excess of heterozygosity (homozygote deficit).
Deviation from HWE (Hardy-Weinberg disequilibrium: HWD) in genetic association studies occurs in two different ways. First, population genetic causes leading to a deviation from HWE generally play a minor role in genetic association studies, with the exception of population stratification. However, the latter can be controlled by using appropriate methods, such as genomic control (for a detailed overview, see e.g., Ref. [18] ). The first standard source for deviation from HWE therefore is genotyping error.
Second, if the entire population is in perfect HWE, the presence of a genetic association, i.e., a difference in genotype frequencies between cases and controls implies that neither cases nor controls can be in HWE [16] . Because the proportion of affected subjects in a population is small, the degree of deviation from HWE is expected to be stronger in cases than in controls. Even more, Lee [7] proposed to scan the genome for disease susceptibility genes by testing for HWD in affected individuals, and several colleagues proposed to incorporate a HWD measure in the genetic association test [4, 13] .
Therefore, as an indicator of genotyping quality, compatibility with HWE should be investigated in control groups only. In cohort studies, no deviation from HWE is expected, and therefore the entire sample should be genotyped for assessing HWD.
In a recent publication in this journal, Yu et al. [17] criticized the study of Frank et al. [1] . Specifically, Yu et al. argued that a discussion of the potential influence of HWD in cases in a meta-analysis involving four groups was lacking. As outlined above, in the case of genetic association, HWD can be expected in cases, while it should not be strong in controls. In fact, Frank et First, they applied the standard procedure to assess HWE, i.e., a v 2 test of goodness-of-fit. The null hypothesis of this test is that the locus genotype distribution is in HWE. Thus, a significant result indicates incompatibility of the observed data with HWE. However, the aim generally is to statistically show the validity of HWE. In current practice, investigators try to avoid this logical difficulty by increasing the significance bound to the P value (e.g., from 0.05 to 0.10). Compatibility of the data with HWE is then inferred from a non-significant result. Unfortunately, such direct inversion of a statistical testing procedure is not valid for establishing the alternative hypothesis that the data are in sufficiently good agreement with HWE.
Second, Frank et al. tested genetic association by pooling the results of four case-control studies. However, they investigated HWD separately for each control group. These data were not pooled, and the authors did not analyze possible heterogeneity in HWD between study groups.
In this article solutions for these problems are presented. Specifically, a logically unflawed solution to the problem of establishing compatibility with HWD is used, which has been developed recently by the authors [15] . The authors extend this approach to the meta-analytic situation and illustrate it by re-analyzing the data of Frank et al. The authors demonstrate that the critique of Yu et al. can be refuted. Validity of HWE in the pooled control sample can be demonstrated.
Methods

Measuring the degree of deviation from HardyWeinberg equilibrium
The assessment of HWD by using measures of degree of HWD instead of the P value approach from classical v 2 goodness-of-fit test statistics has been proposed recently [15] . An overview on measures of the degree of HWD is provided, e.g., in Ref. [18] . The authors have argued that the relative excess heterozygosity (REH) estimated byx 1
is the most reasonable statistical measure of HWD, and they therefore prefer it over the disequilibrium coefficient
. The REH has a simple genetic interpretation because it reflects the degree of HWD by the extent to which the actual proportion p 1 of heterozygotes differs from the proportion 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi p 0 p 2 p of heterozygotes expected in a population which exactly conforms to HWE. The asymptotic confidence interval of the REH was derived using h ¼ ln x and its variance t ¼ 1 n
an asymptotic confidence interval for x is given bŷ
where z denotes an upper quantile of the standard normal distribution. To test for deviation from HWE, the 5% testlevel and a two-sided confidence interval are commonly used in candidate gene studies, while a pair of one-sided 95% confidence bounds is calculated for establishing compatibility with HWE. The authors have argued [15] that the data are sufficiently in good agreement with HWE when the corresponding equal-tails confidence interval of the twosided level 90% is within the interval from 5/7 & 0.7143 to 7/5 & 1.400.
Deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in meta-analysis Detecting HWD by pooling over different studies has been discussed extensively in the literature [9] [10] [11] [12] 14] . However, only statistical tests were considered; confidence intervals and estimates of heterogeneity which are standard in modern meta-analysis have not been provided. An important aspect is the choice of an appropriate measure for assessing HWD in a meta-analysis. Specifically, Olson [10] noted that the disequilibrium coefficient D is not constant across studies when the allele frequency varies over studies. Therefore, Troendle and Yu [14] preferred the use of x 2 , i.e., the squared REH for statistical tests in meta-analysis. It is noted that all those authors were not interested in interpreting the degree of deviation in the meta-analytic setting. As a result, h i ¼ ln x i of study i is an appropriate measure of HWD for meta-analysis. Its estimator isĥ i . The weighted average in the traditional fixed effect model is calculated aŝ h ¼ P w iĥi = P w i , where
. The variance ofĥ is estimated byt ¼ 1= P w i . The random effects model can be defined similarly [3] using weights, the pooled estimatorĥ ¼ P w 
Heterogeneity between studies can be quantified using 
Data analysis
Details on the study of Frank et al. are provided in Ref. [1] . The authors estimated REH and asymptotic two-sided 95% confidence intervals for every control group of the study. A fixed effects meta-analysis was performed over all four control groups. The REH and its asymptotic two-sided 95% confidence interval were calculated. Heterogeneity between studies was assessed using I 2 and its two-sided asymptotic 95% confidence interval. To make the calculations for both the fixed effects model and the random effects model traceable, the authors have created an Excel tool (supplementary material). Table 1 summarizes the results of both the fixed effects and the random effects meta-analysis for HWE in the control groups. When all control groups were analyzed separately, only a weak deviation of the REH from its expected value 1 was observed. Even more, all two-sided 95% confidence intervals included the 1 which represents the value of perfect agreement with HWE. This means that no deviation from HWE could be detected at the 5% test-level. Even more, all the lower and upper limits of equal-tails 90% confidence intervals are within the interval from 5/ 7 & 0.7143 to 7/5 & 1.400 which has been shown to be the appropriate equivalence margin for establishing compatibility with HWE [15] . As a result, for all the four individual studies HWE holds at the 5% test-level. [15] c One-sided or two-sided asymptotic confidence interval. The onesided confidence interval is used for establishing compatibility with HWE, while the two-sided confidence interval is used for investigating lack of fit d Fixed effects meta-analysis pooled over all the four control groups e Random effects meta-analysis pooled over all the four control groups f Heterogeneity I 2 between studies was estimated as 6.25% (twosided 95% confidence interval 0.00-60.39%) Breast Cancer Res Treat (2011) 128:197-201 199 When the studies were analyzed jointly using the metaanalytic approach proposed above, the first finding was that results from fixed effects and random effects meta-analysis were similar. The REH of the fixed effects model was 1.0144, and the equal-tails 90% confidence interval ranged from 0.9665 to 1.0629. We calculated the heterogeneity between studies to be I 2 = 6.25% (95% confidence interval 0.00-60.39%). Thus, the heterogeneity between studies was very low according to Ref. [6] .
Results
Discussion
In genome-wide association (GWA) studies, testing for deviation from HWE is a standard quality control filter [19] . While it should be used for the entire sample in a cohort study, in case-control studies it should only be applied to controls because a deviation from HWE in cases may indicate a genetic association. However, to detect genotyping errors, repeated genotyping of the same probands is preferable over HWE testing. Unfortunately, it is costly, and it only reveals specific genotyping errors that are caused by technical artifacts. Specifically, it will not identify other errors such as sample swap.
Although testing for HWD in cases is not meaningful for quality control, Yu et al. [17] criticized Frank et al. [1] who explicitly stated in the Methods section that they checked for HWD in controls. Those authors performed the v 2 goodnessof-fit test with 1 d.f. separately for each study. Although this approach is the commonly applied one to show that the data are in sufficiently good agreement with HWD, it is logically flawed. Many tests have been devised to determine whether a finite population follows Hardy-Weinberg proportions. However, the most classical way to check HWD is to compare observed-to-expected genotype frequencies using a formal v 2 testing procedure. It has been shown by Guo and Thompson [2] that asymptotic tests can fail. Besides, even for large samples, as in the presence of multi-allelic markers [2] , exact testing procedures are advocated. Exact testing is a tedious job, and may be computationally intensive, despite several efforts to speed up the exact testing procedure using improved Monte Carlo algorithms [5] . The one-sided confidence interval approach [15] offers a statistically sound alternative for investigating HWE.
For estimation, the authors have used the REH. Other measures include the inbreeding coefficient, which is also termed fixation coefficient, and the disequilibrium coefficient [18] . However, both measures depend on the allele frequency of the SNP, and therefore it is suggested that the REH is used as measure of HWE.
In this article, the authors have extended the confidence interval method for HWE to the meta-analytic situation of Frank et al. [1] . The authors were able to show that the control groups and the overall samples were in sufficiently good agreement with HWE. Furthermore, the I 2 measure of heterogeneity indicated that the relative excess heterozygosity in the control groups was very homogeneous across the different studies.
In conclusion, the authors have refuted the critique of Yu et al. [17] on the study of Frank et al. [1] by using population genetic arguments. Furthermore, the authors have derived an approach for investigating deviation from HWE in meta-analyses of small candidate gene studies or even huge consortia of GWA studies.
